
The first steps of 

THE HELIOPHYSICS INTEGRATED OBSERVATORY
Creating an information space for solar system scientists

What is HELIO?
HELIO is an e-Infrastructure implementing a 
collaborative environment where scientists can 
discover, understand and model the connection 
between solar phenomena, interplanetary 
disturbances and their effects on the planets. 

Coming soon: Semantic-driven approach based on an ontology derived from existing data models.

What technologies are involved? Service Oriented Architecture, 
Workflows, Registries

How is it implemented? We use an agile software 
development process, starting with a very simple 
infrastructure, adding more functionality in small but 
frequent iterations. 

U.Alaska 

This figure from the 
Geophysical 

Institute of the  
University of 

Alaska, Fairbanks 
shows the 

propagation of a 
solar event through 

the heliosphere, 
and the 

disturbance it 
creates on the 
interplanetary 

magnetic field lines

A Service-Oriented Architecture means services, lots of them!

Services can be used  individually or 
orchestrated through a workflow capability, such 
as  the Taverna Workbench 

The first steps:  an initial 
infrastructure covering 
a specific workflow

Services to review suitable observations

Services to discover data

Services to add value to the data

The first HELIO workflow: Study flares 
observed in hard X-rays (RHESSI) and 
in radio waves (a specific Ground 
Based Observatory)

The web services provided 
by HELIO as seen in the 
workbench

The workflow discovery 
panel showing the 
parameters of the workflow

This figure shows the 
components necessary 

to execute our first 
workflow through a 

web interface. Taverna 
is embedded in a 

Spring container. The 
Data Provider Access 

Service is the 
component that 

enables a standard 
connection with  the 

data providers. 
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